iEvac® Smoke/Fire Hood
The iEvac is the only Smoke/Fire Hood
certified to the American National Standard
and Certified to NIOSH 42 CFR 84. In
addition, the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security has designated the iEvac as a
Qualified Anti-Terrorism Technology.

Q & A:
Will the hood material melt on my face?
The iEvac Hood can withstand up to 1700° F of radiant heat.
Will I be able to hear emergency personnel through the iEvac hood?
Yes, you will be able to hear them speak and they will hear you too.
How will emergency personnel find me if the power is affected and the
lights are off?
The iEvac Hood has high visibility reflective strips for easy
recognition.
Will the hood fit over long hair and glasses?
Yes, the iEvac hood will fit over long hair, glasses, and beards.
One Universal Size
Is the iEvac difficult to put on?
No, the iEvac dons in less than 30 seconds.
What seals out harmful toxins?
The iEvac has a silicone neck dam which provides the highest level of
protection.
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Will I be able to see where I’m walking while evacuating?
Yes, the iEvac Hood is a clear material resulting in an unobstructed
field of view.
Will I be able to breathe comfortably while evacuating?
The iEvac Hood has twin cartridges for easier breathing.
Is there any equipment maintenance required?
No, the iEvac is maintenance free.
How much time will I have to evacuate from an emergency situation?
The iEvac will provide 30 minutes or more to safely evacuate away
from a life threatening emergency
What is the shelf life of the iEvac Smoke/Fire Hood?
The iEvac has a 5 ½ year shelf life from date of manufacture.
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